We investigate relations among tree-level off-shell currents in nonlinear sigma model. Under Cayley parametrization, we propose and prove a general revised BCJ relation for even-point currents. Unlike the on-shell BCJ relation, the off-shell one behaves quite differently from Yang-Mills theory although the algebraic structure is the same. After performing the permutation summation in the revised BCJ relation, the sum is non-vanishing, instead, it equals to the sum of sub-current products with the BCJ coefficients under a specific ordering, which is presented by an explicit formula. Taking on-shell limit, this identity is reduced to the on-shell BCJ relation, and thus provides the full off-shell correspondence of tree-level BCJ relation in nonlinear sigma model.
Many generalization of KK relation and BCJ relation has also been made. One direction is to study this duality at loop level [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Another direction is to see whether these relations have analogues in other theories. It is not surprising that they hold in most Yang-Mills-like theories, such as gauge theory coupled with matter [41] , N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [42] and color-scalar amplitudes [43] , whose color factors share the same algebraic properties. While the algebraic properties change, as is the case of ABJM theory with 3-algebra [44] , the amplitude relations also change. Besides those fundamental theories, it is worthwhile to investigate some effective theories with the same algebra as Yang-Mills theory, such as the nonlinear sigma model with SU (N ), which is governed by the chiral Lagrangian and describes the phenomenological behavior of the Goldstone bosons under the chiral symmetry breaking SU (N ) L × SU (N ) R → SU (N ). There are many progress in the amplitude of nonlinear sigma model recently [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
In [53] , it was pointed out that in field theory, all the on-shell KK relations and on-shell general BCJ relations can be generated through two primary relations: the fundamental BCJ relation and cyclic symmetry. Since nonlinear sigma model at tree level satisfies both primary relations, the on-shell KK and general BCJ relations, which are exactly the same as the counterparts in Yang-Mills theory, are also guaranteed [47] . Based on this result the fundamental BCJ relation with one external line off-shell is also proven [47] . It no longer shares the same formulae as in Yang-Mills theory, however.
In this paper, continuing the proof of the KK relation [49] , we will further prove the general BCJ relation in tree-level nonlinear sigma model with one external line off-shell, which is closely based on the previous results [47, 49] . We use Berends-Giele recursion relation under Cayley parametrization to calculate each diagram. As is shown in [45, 46] , all odd-point currents have to vanish, therefore we only need to consider even-point currents J (σ) in nonlinear sigma model. We conjecture and prove the general BCJ relation in this case. This paper is organized as following. We first provide the Feynman rules and Berends-Giele recursion relation in nonlinear sigma model in Section 2. Then we introduce the revised BCJ relation and prove that it is equivalent to the general BCJ relation in Section 3. In Section 4, we verify the revised BCJ relation by calculate a six point example directly. Finally in Section 5, we prove the revised BCJ relation by Berends-Giele recursion relation.
2 Preparation: Feynman rules, Berends-Giele recursion and U (1) identity
In this section, we review the Feynman rules and the Berends-Giele recursion in nonlinear sigma model which are useful through this paper. 1 Most of the notations follow the recent papers [45, 46] .
Feynman rules Lagrangian
The Lagrangian of U (N ) nonlinear sigma model is
where F is a constant. As shown in [45, 46] , U is defined by
2)
where φ = √ 2φ a t a and t a are generators of U (N ) Lie algebra.
Trace form of color decomposition
The full tree amplitudes can be given in terms of color-ordered amplitudes by trace form of color decomposition M (1 a 1 , . . . , n an ) = σ∈S n−1
Tr(T a 1 T aσ 2 . . . T aσ n )A(1, σ). where p j denotes the momentum of the leg j. Momentum conservation has been considered.
Berends-Giele recursion
In the Feynman rules given above, one can construct tree-level currents 2 with one off-shell line through Berends-Giele recursion J(2, ..., n)
In this paper, an n-point current is mentioned as the current with n − 1 on-shell legs and one off-shell leg. (2.6) where
There is at least one odd-point vertex for current with odd-point lines (including the off-shell line) and the odd-point vertices are zero. As a result, we have J(2, . . . , 2m + 1) = 0, (2.7)
for (2m + 1)-point amplitudes. The currents with even points in general are nonzero and are built up by only odd numbers of even-point sub-currents. Since odd-point currents have to vanish, in all following sections of this paper, we just need to discuss on the relations among even-point currents.
3 Off-shell General BCJ relation and Revised BCJ relation
The on-shell case of general BCJ relation, which is guaranteed as is explained in the introduction, has the following form,
where OP (α r β s ) means ordered permutation among two sets α r and β s , and ξ α i denotes the position of α i in the ordered permutation σ. As for the off-shell case, the value of this expression, which can be conveniently denoted by A BCJ (r, s), is no longer zero.
In order to prove the off-shell general BCJ relation, it is convenient to introduce a new relation which is equivalent to the general BCJ relation.
2)
3 α r is an abbreviation for α 1 , · · · , α r .
where
is a function of div{α r , β s }, and can be decided by the following diagrams Fig.1 .
Figure 1: Schematic diagram representations to read the coefficients S div{αr,βs} .
The rule to read the coefficients is the same as the general BCJ relation, that is, for every α i and for every term σ k before α i we have a coefficient s α i σ k . Take the on-shell limit p 2 1 → 0, and we arrive at the on-shell general BCJ relation (3.1).
Equivalently, we can use the condition of momentum conservation to change coefficients of both sides from
Our next task is to prove the equivalence between the revised BCJ relation and the general BCJ relation.
Proposition 3.2. The revised BCJ relation is necessary and sufficient to the general BCJ relation.
Proof. On the one hand, we can divide the revised BCJ relation into two parts according 4 We will keep this convention for simplicity in the rest of this paper.
to the last term in the permutation.
by our notation. Thus if we know the expression of A BCJ (r, s), we can get the expression of A RBCJ (r, s) immediately.
On the other hand, we can use (3.3) recursively,
Therefore we finally arrive at
Notice that A BCJ (1, r + s − 1) = A RBCJ (1, r + s), and we can write it uniformly,
Since we have already proven the fundamental BCJ relation in [47] , i.e. we have already known the expression of A BCJ (1, r + s − 1), we can calculate A BCJ (r, s) from A RBCJ (r, s) simultaneously.
5
Now we have proven the equivalence, and thus, it is sufficient to prove the revised BCJ relation.
Remark It is easy to see that this result is consistent with the result of the generalized U (1)-decoupling identity [49] , by which we mean the generalized U (1)-decoupling identity can be easily verified by the revised BCJ relation. For each diagram, we have
The Proof of Revised Off-shell BCJ Relation
We will prove (3.2) recursively, which means when we calculate A RBCJ (r, s), we will assume that we have already known the form of A RBCJ (r , s ) in the following conditions,
• r + s < r + s,
Sometimes, we will use the result in sub-current form, that is, to divide both sides of (3.2) by p
Before we go ahead to the proof, let's first sketch it as following.
1. In subsection 5.1, we divide the BCJ coefficients into two parts, one of which can be obtained immediately from the KK relation [49] , so we only need to consider the other part;
2. In subsection 5.2, we prove that after the revised BCJ permutation summation, only quartic polynomials of external momenta would appear in the coefficients of each division;
3. In subsection 5.3, in order to make the argument more rigorous, we associate a totally ordered path to each contribution to a specific division, so that we know that the argument is complete and not repetitive;
4. In subsection 5.4, we reduce the proof to the calculation of the coefficients of the divisions without sub-currents, and give the general form of it;
5. In subsection 5.5, we calculate the coefficient matrices C(r, s).
Dividing the BCJ coefficients
Now let us divide A RBCJ (r, s) into two parts, one contains the terms with coefficients s α i α j , the other contains the terms with coefficients s α i β j . The first part is denoted by A I RBCJ (r, s), and the second by A II RBCJ (r, s). In the first part, the sum of coefficients s α i α j is the same in every term, so we can get the result of the first part by using the generalized U (1)-decoupling identity. Then we have,
Correspondingly, we have a recursion hypothesis in A II RBCJ (r, s) form,
where S II div{αr,βs} contains only s α i β j .
Quartic polynomials in the coefficients of each division
We can calculate A II RBCJ (r, s) directly to demonstrate the following lemma, Lemma 5.3. After we only permute the α and β in same sub-currents attached directly to the vertices containing the off-shell line 1, the coefficients of each division are all quartic polynomials of external momenta.
Proof. First, we can use Berends-Giele recursion relation to make every term to be summed explicit, , we have
(5.5) Second, the permutation σ can be divided into permutation σ k within the sub-current J k andσ for the permutation involving exchange among different sub-currents, i.e.
Correspondingly, we can divide the BCJ coefficients r i=1 ξ β j >ξα i s α i β j into two parts. In the first part S k , both indices in each s α i β j belong to J k , while in the second partS, two indices belong to different sub-currents. Therefore we have
And since the expression of V (m, div,σ
simply written as V (m, div,σ). Having noticed that σ k only acts on J k , we have
Then, using the result from the generalized U (1)-decoupling identity and recursion hypothesis of BCJ relation with less external lines, we have
} is a division of the external lines in J k . Substitute (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.8), and we arrive at
The formula above contains all the possible division. If we concentrate on a specific division of sub-currents
is quartic polynomial of external momenta.
In a nutshell, according to Berends-Giele recursion relation, generalized U (1)-decoupling identity and recursion hypothesis of the revised BCJ relation, there are no sub-currents with both α and β in the summation, and the coefficients before we sum up in J (A 1 ), and make it finer sub-currents J (A 1 1 ) · · · J (A 1 R 1 ) which belong to another division. However, the coefficients in the terms which are belong to another division is still quartic polynomial of external momenta.
Completeness and non-repetitiveness of the argument
That the coefficients in each division are quartic polynomials is out of question now. However, one may suspect that the completeness and non-repetitiveness of each division after the summation cannot be guaranteed automatically. In order to make it more manifest, we can equip all the divisions with a partial order structure defined as following, Definition 5.1.
By this definition, only the divisions which are bigger than a certain div have the possibility to kill some propagators and contribute to it. Take J (α 1 · · · α 7 β 1 β 2 ) for example. The order of div{β 1 β 2 } is trivial, so we only need to pay attention to the order of div{α 1 · · · α 7 }. Let's introduce a diagram representation of a certain division for convenience. For example, we use Fig.2 to represent the division J (α 1 )J (α 2 )J (α 3 )J (α 4 )J (α 5 α 6 α 7 ) in our representation. We can draw a Hasse diagram in Fig.3 to express its partial order structure. . The divisions in the same row are of same number of parts. We shall use i j to denote the j-th division in the i-th row for simplicity. Now let us consider the 5-part division 3 1 as an example. The divisions which are bigger than it are 3-part divisions 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 4 and 1-part division 1 1 .
First, let us consider the contribution from 2 1 to 3 1 . The diagrams in 2 1 which can contribute to 3 1 are of the form in the left diagram in Fig.4 , where α 3 , · · · , α 7 are always in one sub-current which is attached to the vertices containing the off-shell line 1. Since we can calculate the term without sub-currents in VS 0 (3, 2) 8 with α 3 off-shell, Figure 4 : Direct contribution to 3 1 from 2 1 , excluding the contribution from
, and we can get
The first coefficient in (5.14) remains in the division 2 1 , the second one is killed by the contribution from 1 1 to 2 1 as is calculated in (5.20) , while the third one contributes from 2 1 to 3 1 , 3 2 and 3 3 . Therefore we have,
The contribution from 2 1 to 3 1 (Fig.4) is
Similarly, we can get the contribution from 2 2 (Fig.5 ) and 2 4 (Fig.6 ) to 3 1 , Figure 5 : 2 2 → 3 1
Second, let us consider the contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 . They are composed of four parts, contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 via 2 1 (Fig.7) , contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 via 2 2 (Fig.8) , contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 via 2 4 ( Fig.9 ) and contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 directly (Fig.10) .Again, VS 0 (1, 2) with α 1 off-shell can be calculated directly,
, and we can get the contribution from 1 1 to 2 1 , 2 2 and 2 4 ,
will remain in 2 1 , and since it does not contain cross terms of α 3 , · · · , α 7 , it will never contribute to the terms which can offset the propagator in J (α 3 · · · α 7 ).
will offset the propagator in J (α 3 · · · α 7 ), and part of it will contribute to 3 1 (Fig.7) ,
Similarly, the contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 via 2 2 (Fig.8) and 2 4 (Fig.9 ) is Figure 7 : The contribution to 3 1 from 1 1 via 2 1 , denoted by 1 1
As is illustrated in Fig.10 , the direct contribution from 1 1 to 3 1 is, − → 3 1 .24), and we get the total contribution to 3 1 is quartic polynomial of external momenta,
From this example, we found that if i j > i j , i j would have several paths to contribute to i j . However, s αβ in (5.12) cannot be used to kill propagators, so it remains in every step. Only the vertex has the possibility to kill the propagator in the sub-current, and thus there cannot be more than one propagator being killed at one vertex. Failure to kill one propagator in one step results in the failure to kill the propagator in the following step. As a result, only if i j is a refined division of i j with respect to only one sub-current in i j , i j has the possibility to contribute to i j . In our example, 2 2 , 2 4 , 2 5 will not contribute to 4 1 . This result motivates us to define a sub-order ≺ of the partial order < defined in Definition 5.1, Definition 5.2.
, if one of the following conditions are satisfied,
•
In another words, only if i j i j holds, i j has the possibility to contribute to i j . ≺ is not a partial order, because it is not transitive, but we only consider the paths where its transitivity holds.
, the general form of i j to which i j can contribute is illustrated in Fig. 11 . That is For each totally ordered path under ≺ in the Hasse diagram, there is a counterpart in the diagrams like Fig.11 . Let us see why it is true. After the propagator x is killed, the coefficients are the product of s αβ and the vertex. If the momentum P A LM is in the vertex, it will provide a P and go ahead to next step.
will not be killed, and thus there is no contribution to i j . Whether
has been killed or not, the remainder in the vertex does not contain cross terms of p in A LM . So the remainder will not provide terms to kill
any more, which means all the terms which can kill the propagator have been considered. Now we know that the counterpart is just the path to kill the propagators successively.
Different paths correspond to different ways to kill the propagators, and thus different contributions to i j . Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the totally ordered paths under ≺ and the paths of propagators to be killed, we can attribute each contribution to its corresponding diagram. Because all the diagrams are complete and not repetitive, we claim that all the contributions are complete and not repetitive.
Let us make a summary about the coefficients of each division in the revised BCJ relation. The coefficients of a specific division i j can get contributions from divisions which are bigger than it under the order . The contributions are quartic polynomials of external momenta, complete and not repetitive. Summing them up with the original part in i j which cannot contribute to smaller divisions, we will obtain the final coefficients of the division i j , which are quartic polynomials of external momenta, complete and not repetitive.
Sub-current recursion and the general form of the coefficients of the divisions without sub-currents
A direct result of this argument is the following lemma, Lemma 5.4. The coefficients of the divisions with sub-currents can be obtained recursively from the coefficients of the divisions without sub-currents.
Proof. If we know the coefficients of the divisions without sub-currents is
then VS 0 with all the external line off-shell must have the form
This is because when we take the limit of all the α and β being on-shell, it must be reduced to (5.26). After we substitute those off-shell lines with sub-currents, the terms proportional to p
will offset the propagators of sub-current J ({A i }). Then such term will contribute to finer divisions. Finally we can get the part with sub-currents,
Thus our next aim is to prove the form of VS 0 . We have the following claim to simplify our proof. Since we have known the result of the on-shell general BCJ relation, we can claim Claim VS 0 must have at least one factor of p If it vanishes, it also makes sense to say that it has a factor of p 2 1 . While if it does not vanish, the claim can be shown easily by reductio ad absurdum: If the whole amplitude does not have a factor of p 2 1 , the relation will contradict to the on-shell case when we take the on-shell limit p With this claim, we can easily obtain that VS 0 must have the form p 
The term s p 1 * does not appear because we use the convention to read the coefficients backwards(with respect to the general BCJ relation). Yet we have a much stronger constrain, Proof. We can expand p 2 1 in A RBCJ (r, s), so no s β i β j means that no s 2 β i β j in A RBCJ (r, s). Each diagram in A RBCJ (r, s) contains coefficients s α i β j and s α i α j . The summation of some diagrams will cancel some sub-currents by our recursion hypothesis. In these processes, cancellation of coefficients s α i * will create a new coefficient s α i * . As a result, s , and boldface C(r, s) refers to the corresponding matrix. We will keep using this convention in the rest of this paper.
contain terms with coefficients s β i β j for symmetry. However, use (3.7) and we can get, Proof. In order to proof this, we need to introduce another permutation τ ∈ OP ({α 1 } {α r−1 }).
Notice that it is just to rename the α's. Sum them up, and denote summation of c The solution is
The same is for β, and we can get
(5.37)
If we denote this transformation matrix by S, then we have
And the solution for the homogeneous part is
Combine (5.36) and (5.38), and we arrive at the general solution
Now let us deal with the special solution of (5.34) and (5.37). Since the size of D(r, s) is a function of (r − s), let us denote it by D (r−s) (r, s). Even though we do not need to know the expression of c ij α , we can calculate d ij α by viewing it in a different way. When an α is permuted among α r−1 , we can also think of it as a β permuted among β s , since we do not consider the coefficients brought by it. We will calculate the terms without sub-currents from both points of view, compare them, and solve D (r−s) (r, s).
In this part, we assume that τ 1 ∈ OP ({α 1 } {α r−1 }), τ 2 ∈ OP ({α 1 } {β s }) without other notations.
From the first point of view,
From the second point of view, take α 1 as a member of β s ,
After eliminating the coefficients caused by α 1 in the first point of view, which can be evaluated by the fundamental BCJ relation, we arrive at the following equation,
where S α 1 * is the coefficient caused by α 1 in S div{αr,βs} , and happens to be the same as calculated from the fundamental BCJ relation.
After the permutation τ , α 1 will offset the sub-currents J (A I ) in the left side of the equation and the sub-currents J (B J ) in the right by the U (1)-decoupling identity. Since α 1 can only offset one sub-current at one time, when we consider the terms without sub-currents after the permutation τ , we only need to consider the terms with at most one sub-current before the permutation τ . And there are only three external lines in the sub-currents by the U (1)-decoupling identity. Thus we have the equation,
Since the sub-currents are all the same, we can work with the coefficient matrices independently. Let us denote the corresponding part by,
What we can calculate directly is X s) is almost the same, and we will also leave it in the appendix.
The form of the matrices D (r−s) (r, s) are given directly as following,
Now it is easy to verify that our form of C(r, s) satisfies all the equations, so it is a special solution which can be denoted as c ij s . However, we need to prove it is the unique solution. Since R is of rank r − 1, (5.34) restricts the rs-dimensional C(r, s) to a s-dimensional space. Furthermore, (5.37) restricts the s-dimensional space to a 1-dimensional space. So, we only have one parameter to adjust. What is it? It is nothing but the 'n' in (5.39). So we have the solution for (5.34) and (5.37)
We need the following lemma to decide n:
Proof. Consider the whole coefficient p Figure 12 : Two types of diagrams that may provide s αrβ 1 s αrβ 1 .
TypeI TypeII
There are two cases which may provide s αrβ 1 s αrβ 1 , the diagrams are given in Fig.12 . In the first one, α r and β 1 are not in the same sub-current which is attached to p 1 . In these diagrams, external line β 1 must be behind α r in order to provide s αrβ 1 . Thus the external lines or sub-currents containing them must be adjacent. However, according to the Feynman rule, the amplitudes do not contain momenta of adjacent lines attach to p 1 directly, so the other part of the whole coefficients can not provide s αrβ 1 . The first case is killed.
The second case is that α r and β 1 are in the same sub-currents. The amplitudes may be (· · · + p αr + p β 1 + · · · ) 2 and provide s αrβ 1 . However, according to the recursion hypothesis, we can not obtain s αrβ 1 because it does not have β j can make
In one word, s αrβ 1 can appear either in the BCJ coefficient or in the vertex, but cannot in both. So we cannot obtain s αrβ 1 s αrβ 1 in terms without sub-currents, which means c r1 = 0.
So c 
Conclusions
In this work, we proved the general BCJ relation in tree-level nonlinear sigma model with one external line off-shell under Cayley parametrization by proposing and proving its equivalent formula, the revised BCJ relation. The transform formula between these two relations are also given. The diagram representation of the result also gives a beautiful explanation of the previous results of KK relation in [47, 49] . The permutation sum in the revised BCJ relation in nonlinear sigma model gives zero in the on-shell case, while in the off-shell case it is no longer zero. This off-shell permutation sum equals to a summation of sub-current products with the BCJ coefficients under a specific ordering. Besides, our proof is completely recursive, and thus has a minimal dependence of the character of nonlinear sigma model. Both the conciseness of the result and minimal model dependence indicate that this result may not be limited to nonlinear sigma model. For future work, the algebraic interpretation of these relations and the looplevel extensions are also deserved.
A Calculation of the Matrices D (r−s) (r, s)
In this part we will calculate the coefficient matrices of the term without sub-currents after α 1 or β 1 is permuted among α r−1 or β s−1 respectively. The basic idea of this proof is that we can view one amplitude by two methods, and thus we can obtain an equation to solve the part we want. The calculation is based on the result of the generalized U (1)-decoupling identity, which is proven in [49] , and revised BCJ relation with less external lines, or the same external lines but less number of α's. A result which is frequently used in this proof is that the order of finite summations can be changed.
A.1 α 1 is permuted among α r−1
We discuss the case for r − s = 1 in detail. Let us calculate X
α (r, s) first. Considering the U (1)-decoupling identity,
we have
where in the first matrices,
In a similar manner, we can calculate,
As for Z
α (r, s), we can calculate it directly,
Finally, we can get
where the first row is undecided. The other two cases are similar.
The outline of this proof is that when a β 1 is permuted among β s−1 , we can also think of it as the β 1 is permuted among a fixed order of α r ∪ β s−1 , then sum up all the ordered permutation. We will calculate the terms without sub-currents from both points of view, compare them, and get the terms we want. In this part, we assume that τ 1 ∈ OP (β 1 β s−1 ) and τ 2 ∈ OP ({β 1 } {α r ∪ β s−1 }) without other notations.
From the first point of view, which is the same as the running α case,
From the second point of view, which is a little more tricky than the running α case, for each fixed order of α r ∪β s−1 , when β 1 is permuted among them, the coefficients are the same if we do not consider the coefficients containing β 1 (and fortunately we needn't consider it because it is not independent with other coefficients, as is seen in the transformation matrix S). So we can calculate it with the U (1)-decoupling identity, Figure 13 : Schematic diagram of the result in U (1)-decoupling identity. After changing the order of summation, the summation of permutation of β 1 among α r ∪ β s−1 can be decided by the U (1)-decoupling identity.
then multiply it with the corresponding coefficients. Therefore we have
Using the result of the U (1)-decoupling identity, we can sum up the permutation τ 2 , Fig.13 .
Again, we can change the order of summation. However, α r ∪ β s−1 are divided into two parts T 1 and T 2 , so σ is composed of three permutations, namely permutation in T 1 (σ 1 ), permutation in T 2 (σ 2 ) and permutation between T 1 and T 2 (σ). Meanwhile, we can divide the BCJ coefficients r i=1 ξσ k >ξα i s α i σ k into three parts as we do in (5.7),
With the result of generalized U (1)-decoupling identity and the hypothesis of revised BCJ relation of less external lines, we can sum up all the σ 1 and σ 2 . For example, where the first column is undecided. Other two cases are similar. Figure 14 : Diagrams of six-point currents, the arrow means permutation of α and β at that vertex.
